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The CAW Newsletter is the official publication of the Capital Area Woodturners, Inc., a chapter of the 
AAW, and is published for the information of its members.

Capital Area Woodturners
Newsletter

www.capwoodturners.org

WHAT TO LOOK FOR THIS MONTH
Monthly CAW Meeting -   Featured Demonstration by Alan Lacer
Saturday, November 12 – 8:30 am to 3:00 pm – Bryant HS

RAFFLE ITEMS
Free Demo Admission $20.00 Craft Supply Gift certificate
6 Pen Blanks 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 7”  wood blank 
Sanding Supplies from the Sanding Glove Various Grits of Kingspor Sandpaper
2 Bottle Stopper kits (blanks and SS Stoppers) 2 ½” x 2 ½” x 7”  wood blank
$50.00 Gift Certificate From CA for wood turning supplies

Lunch

Orders will be taken for Primo’s $8.00 lunch -- sub, drink and chips. Order will be placed with Primo by 10:00  
am. Please see one of the order takers to place and pay for your order and to get a ticket.

DATES IN NOVEMBER

November 11, Friday

Alan's workshop is full, contact Mike Kinney if you wish to be placed on the waiting list.

November 12, Saturday

Monthly Meeting featuring Alan Lacer (8:30 am – 3:00 pm)

      
November 9 and 29 — Skill Enhancement Workshops at Bryant HS (9:00 am -3:00 pm; $5 fee if using any
tools (lathe, band saw, drill press, etc. ) Must be AAW member to use any tools. Watching is free.

November 9 — Wood Carving with Pete Ward will be doing a demo/class on wood carving. Bring 
whatever carving tool you have and come and enjoy the day. Please sign up with CA cadjsavoy@cox.net to 
attend. A $5.00 shop fee will be charged.

LOOKING AHEAD

Saturday, December 3, 2011 – CAW Holiday Ball – Details in December Newsletter.
Saturday, January 14, 2012 – Monthly CAW Meeting and “A Duel”
Saturday, February 11, 2012 - TBD

file:///Users/richardallen/Desktop/CAW_Newsletter_Articles/11-2011_newsletter/http://www. capwoodturners. org
mailto:cadjsavoy@cox.net
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CAW President's Message (Gerry Headley)
Last month’s demonstration might have been short, but it was jammed packed with great turning. Pat O’Brien  
outdid himself once again. As always, I got the comment, “Why can’t we have more local turners demonstrate  
like Pat?” I reply as always, “Because Pat is a woodturning Superman.” Of course, I would love to have more  
local turners prove me wrong and demonstrate what they know. However, let’s not take anything away from Pat.  
He did a great job with a number of turnings. I have always wanted to do the tops, but I was terrible with a  
chatter tool. After seeing Pat go at it with a Wagner Texturing tool, I’m ready to try it again. Everyone also loved  
his demonstration of the Kirsten-Kone. Enough so, we bought the inventor’s whole inventory for the next group  
buy. That’s the thing about Pat. You see him do it and all you want to do is go out, get your tools, and try the  
same thing. He provides clear instruction, shows how to do it clearly, and gives you all the confidence you need  
to try it yourself.

Congratulations to the 2012 CAW Board. They received an affirmative vote of the membership at the last  
meeting. For those of you that were not there, next years board is:

Steve Schwartz President
Frank Jessup Vice President
CA Savoy Operations
Al Melanson Secretary
Mike Kinney Programs
Phil Mannino Treasurer
Anthony Joyce Newsletter Editor

At the 2011 CAW Board’s last meeting of the year, we decided to finish a few items that have been on my plate  
since I came into office. We will finish our video camera upgrades, enroll in Paypal so we can collect  
membership dues online, and change up our lineup with a bowl turning demonstration in January that will really  
blow your mind.

At the November meeting, we get to see Alan Lacer. It is always great to have Alan join us and I look forward to  
seeing his demonstration again. I look forward to seeing you all, as well.

Turn safe out there,

Gerry Headley
CAW President
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ABOUT Alan Lacer
Alan Lacer has been involved in the turning field for over 35 years as a turner, teacher, writer, exhibition  
coordinator, expert witness, demonstrator and past president of the American Association of Woodturners. His  
work has appeared in a number of regional and national exhibitions. Alan has been a regular instructor and  
demonstrator of the craft--having worked in all 50 states as well as 5 foreign countries. He has published over  
140 articles, columns and tips, covering technical aspects of woodturning, many specific projects, stories related  
to both contemporary and historical woodturning and the turning traditions of Japan and Germany. He has also  
produced five videos on his own, with three of them winning a total of five national awards. In 1999 the  
American Association of Woodturners awarded him their Lifetime Honorary Member Award for his  
contributions to the field.
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What Happened Last Month by Richard Allen

The CAW meeting featuring Patrick O'Brien was well attended, I counted 75 members.  Pictures 
follow.  The Show&Tell was exceptional as usual and shows the creative diversity of CAW members. 
See a mosaic of the turnings on Page 15, turners listed on Page 16.

The business meeting focused on the election of board members.  Gerry is finishing his three year leadership of  
the club and Steve will be stepping up from Vice President to President.  Frank will be taking on the roll of Vice  
President.  Al will continue as Secretary.  Phil will continue as Treasurer.  Mike will continue as program 
director.  CA will continue as operations director.  I am finishing my year as newsletter editor and Tony will be  
taking on the newsletter.  These are your CAW board members.  The CAW is the best woodturning club in the  
universe due to the leadership of the CAW board.  How is the CAW the best?  The best membership (250  
members) all of whom are sharing folks who help each other in any way that they can.  The best facility, two  
large meeting rooms and a large superbly equipped woodturning shop.  The best programs with a blend of  
outstanding local, regional, national and international demonstrators.  The best video library with hundreds of  
videos including every woodturning video in or out of print and an extensive library of CAW videos of demos  
given at our meetings.  The best audio/video of demonstrations.  The best mentoring program, the best group buy  
program, the best raffles, the best silent auction.  Attend meetings at any other woodturning club.  They each  
have a wonderful flavor but the difference between the CAW and other clubs is like night and day.

After the board vote there was some talk about the December Christmas Ball (Saturday, December 3).  And a  
mention of a carving demo/class to be given at the Wednesday, November 9 Skills Enhancement Workshop.

The demo for the meeting was by Patrick O'Brien.  The demo started with a spinning top.  Patrick used the Sorby  
mini spiraling tool to cut patterns on the front and back of the top and Patrick use prizmacolor markers to color  
the top.
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Patrick next made a bottle stopper.  Patrick used a Ruth Niles bottle stopper using tulipwood.  The design of the  
stopper was simple but elegant.  Patrick sands to 400 grit, wipes on a coat of thinned sanding sealer followed by  
EEE then 3 coats of friction polish ending with a thin coat renaissance wax.  Notice the two lines on the top of  
the bottle stopper.  Patrick indicated that three lines would require even spacing where as two lines eliminates  
that pitfall.

Next Patrick turned a Spurtle.  This is a device used to stir proage.  The round cross section permits mixing  
without adding air.  This has an Scottish background and Patrick put a thistle motif at the handle end.  He uses a  
Wagner decorating tool to impart a design to help with the thistle design.  Patrick likes to use highly figured  
wood from Dunlap hardwoods.

Patrick finished the demo with a natural edge pot made from a branch.  One of the highlights of this project was  
the use of a reverse holding device.  If you missed out on the group buy for this device see the club member  
article for how to make one of your own.
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About Our Members (by Phil Brown)
Patrick O’Brien will demonstrate at the Chesapeake Turners meeting on Saturday, November 19.  

Richard Allen will be selling at two craft shows in November.  Falls Church High School, Saturday, November  
12 and Saint Timothy School Saturday, November 19 Classroom 127 (Hallway B)

Aaron Grebeldinger teaches a two-session Turned Ornament class starting on Wednesday, November 9 at the  
Bryant Center sponsored by the Fairfax County ACE program.  See 
https://aceclasses.fcps.edu/CourseDetails.aspx?AreaID=10399&AreaName=&CourseID=928002c5-a421-47ac-
9c2f-75450205abda&ProgramID=182&ProgCatgName=Fine+Crafts&CategoryID=10104&IsCourse=1

Joyce Beene demonstrated twice for the Ashby Ponds Woodworking Club, first in August where she covered  
basic woodturning, safety, and spindle turning, and again in October when she covered bowl turning.  The  
woodworking club at Ashby Ponds, an assisted living facility near Leesburg, has a Delta mini-lathe which no  
one knew how to use.

Phil Brown will attend SOFA Chicago on November 4 and 5, where three lectures/panels on the wood turning  
field will be presented, and Collectors of Wood Art will hold a membership meeting and dinner.

Bob Horowitz will participate in the Northern Virginia Handcrafters' Guild Art & Craft Show at the Vienna  
Community Center Friday – Sunday, November 25-27.  This is the Guild's largest and longest-running show of  
the year.  Bob will also have a display at the Green Spring Gardens Gift Shop (Alexandria, VA) during  
November and December.

Mark Supik has enjoyed two recent reviews of his wood turning operations.  David Fry (MCW and AAW  
member) prepared an 8-page article with pictures that appeared in the October American Woodturner,  Journal of  
AAW, pages 50-57.  David incorporates a lot of content in the article, including key experiences with business  
operations over the years, which is not usually included in reviews such as this.  Also this Baltimore web site has  
a nice review with pictures at:
http://www.bmoremedia.com/features/marksupikwoodworking092711.aspx

One Tree.  How Many Bowls?  Mark Supik invites everyone to attend a two-day gallery show and celebration at  
the Schiavone Gallery, 244 S. Highland Ave., Baltimore (not far from Mark's shop).  On view will be the 100  
bowls turned out of one family's pine tree.  The project began over a year ago and was completed with the help  
of many bowl turning students in Mark's workshops.  These bowls will be on display in the gallery Saturday-
Sunday, November 19-20, from 1 to 4 pm.  Mark will turn the final bowl of the project Saturday and tiny  
souvenir bowls from leftover tree parts Sunday.   Many of the 38 turners will be on hand to join in the  
celebration.  For more information about the gallery event and photos and stories about the project, phone 410-
732-8414 or visit the blog at:  www.pinebowlproject.blogspot.com

Tom Boley teaches Bowl Turning on Saturday, December 3, and Turning Natural Edge Bowls on  Saturday,  
January 21, 10:00 am - 5:00 pm, at WoodCraft of Leesburg, VA.  Call 703-737-7880 or see:  
www.woodcraft.com/stores/store.aspx?id=575&page=classes

Mark Supik offers two workshops at 1 N. Haven Street, Baltimore.   (1) The Right Start, Spindle Turning: 
$150/day, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm. All materials and lunch provided on Saturday, November 12 and Sunday,  
December 11.  (2) Bowl Turning: $150/day, 8:30 am to 5:00 pm, on Sunday, November 13 and Saturday,  
December 10.  Small size class and All skill levels welcome.  Advanced turners, please let us know the specific  
skills you'd like to work on so that we can have the materials ready for you. Details are at:  
www.marksupikco.com (click on Get Schooled Here), or call 410-732-8414.  There is always a 20% discount  
for woodturning club members

http://www.marksupikco.com/
http://www.pinebowlproject.blogspot.com/
http://www.bmoremedia.com/features/marksupikwoodworking092711.aspx
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Don’t be shy!  Promote yourself.  Tell us about your woodturning activities in the CAW Newsletter.  Send  
your information by the 22 of the previous month to Phil Brown, philfbrown@comcast.net, or call 301-
767-9863.

Retail Show

Applications for the 21st Annual Northern Virginia Fine Arts Festival 2012 are now available on  
JuriedArtServices.com  Sponsored by GRACE, the event is in Reston, Virginia, May 19 and 20, 2012.  The  
application deadline is November 1, 2011 with a $50 fee, while a late deadline of November 15 is available for  
an additional $50.

The Festival showcases the best contemporary fine art and craft from around the country. Over two hundred  
artists fill the streets of Reston's up-scale Town Center with an outdoor art exhibition that is regarded as one of  
the top festivals on the East Coast.  Artists are selected on the basis of quality, originality, and craftsmanship by a  
panel of jurors who are experts in their fields.  Festival organizers also invite ten award winners from the  
previous year.  In 2011, thirty percent of exhibitors were first-time artists. The festival is produced by Greater  
Reston Arts Center (GRACE), a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, in support of its exhibition, education, and  
outreach programs. No sales commissions are charged and festival admission is free but voluntary donations are  
encouraged. 100% of the funds collected go directly to support GRACE's mission.

New Support for Renwick Gallery Curator

"The Smithsonian American Art Museum has received a gift from noted craft collector and local arts patron  
Fleur Bresler to create an endowment to support the current curator of craft position at the museum.

"Fleur Bresler exemplifies the meaning of philanthropy, supporting our craft program through her myriad  
contributions of time, expertise and resources," said Elizabeth Broun, Director of the Smithsonian American Art  
Museum. "We are honored to commemorate her and her late husband Charles's contributions to the Renwick  
Gallery through this gift."

"The creativity that has filled my life as a Renwick Gallery docent has been deeply satisfying," said Bresler.  
"The excellent shows produced and displayed at the Renwick educate the public and fulfill the artists' desire to  
benefit generations of viewers. I believe it is important to see these inspiring projects continue."

Fleur and Charles Bresler assembled one of the leading collections of American craft with an emphasis on  
textiles and objects of turned wood. The 2010 Renwick Gallery exhibition "A Revolution in Wood: The Bresler  
Collection" celebrated their gift of 66 pieces of turned and carved wood to the museum. The Breslers' gift, one of  
the largest of wood art to any American museum, established the Renwick Gallery as one of the preeminent  
public collections of wood art in the United States.

Nicholas R. Bell, the current curator at the Renwick Gallery, will hold the title The Fleur and Charles Bresler  
Curator of American Craft and Decorative Art."

Additional text of the press release can be read at:  
http://www.artnowmag.com/Magazine/World/2011/Sep/World_Sep1111.html

http://www.artnowmag.com/Magazine/World/2011/Sep/World_Sep1111.html
http://JuriedArtServices.com/
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Philadelphia Opening

The Wood Turning Center in Philadelphia, PA, has changed its name to The Center For Art in Wood, and is  
relocating to 141 N. 3rd Street, a neighborhood of galleries and high foot traffic.  There is an  opening  
celebration party from 5:30 to 8:30 pm on Friday, November 11, followed by an open house and activity days on  
Saturday and Sunday from noon to 6 pm.  At 6:30 pm on Saturday. November 12, an annual meeting will be held  
followed by a reception for Philadelphia Museum of Art Craft Show Artists.  Learn more about this 25 year old  
wood turning organization at:  http://www.centerforartinwood.org/

At SOFA, the Center will release a new book, Turning to Art in Wood: A Creative Journey. This is a limited-
edition Portfolio which contains 284 pages featuring Illustrated Essays, Exhibition Cards and objects from The  
Center's Museum Collection. This volume chronicles the first 25 years of The Center's "creative journey" and its  
historic role in fostering worldwide recognition of the finest contemporary art in wood. See:  
http://library.constantcontact.com/download/get/file/1101203895418-39/CAW_25Book_Sell+Sheet_web.pdf

http://library.constantcontact.com/download/get/file/1101203895418-39/CAW_25Book_Sell+Sheet_web.pdf
http://www.centerforartinwood.org/
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Frank's Corner (by Frank Jessup)
 EXPERIENCE:  That which a person possesses just milliseconds after it was badly needed.

I hope to offer in this article some suggestions and anecdotes that are derived from my personal learning  
experiences or incidents of which I’m personally aware.  Since, I’ve still got all my digits and considering my  
age, everything works; YOU SHOULD NOT CONSIDER THIS NARRATIVE AS AN ALL-ENCOMPASSING 
TREATISE ON WOODTURNING SAFETY. Regardless of what’s written, there will always be room for 
original human error and unique machinery failure.

I want to more or less take you through the process, start to finish, of a functional item made from green wood  
(“roadkill”).  Art can get you hurt too, but since I’m a dive-in type and poor artist, I haven’t made a lot of those  
mistakes.   

Chainsaws. A chainsaw can be about the most dangerous tool a woodturner is likely to use.  To get really hurt  
you have to put meat in line with the blade.  However, staying out of the way presents a problem if the saw kicks  
back, you must be out of the way of possible forward and backward movement of the blade.  I’ve gone so far as  
to damage a chainsaw by throwing a chain via a pinch at the end of a cut.  I’ve also cut a pair of pants badly  
enough that my leg scabbed over from the burn though no blood was drawn at the time.  

Chainsaws - Do and Don’t

-Get into a good position to cut something that can’t wind-up on you BEFORE starting the saw.  

-Look at the bar on your saw.  At the tip of the bar, imagine a center line extend from the bar in the middle of the  
front cure.  You cut with the bottom half of the bar without ever contacting other wood, etc. or attempting to saw  
with the top half.  This will take care of most kick backs.

-If you cut a tree down, assuming favorable tree balance and wind, cut a notch (wedge) out of the tree from the  
area of the trunk in line with the way you want it to fall.  Note:  I hope it goes without saying that the area the  
tree is to drop in should be clear.  One reason for the notch is to ensure that near the end of your cut the tree  
doesn’t splinter; lever off the splinter and come after you.  If the tree will reach something you don’t want it to  
fall on, get a tree service to drop the tree.

-Your remaining major danger is when you are finishing a cut.  Where is the saw going when it cuts through and  
what happens if it pinches as it cut through and grabs the chain but doesn’t stop the saw blade.  It’s far more  
likely that the saw gets jammed near the end of a cut but we are concerned about safety here so we want cover  
that.

-Use safety equipment.  Shoes, long pants, safety glass, gloves, and hearing protection. You run outside your  
shop, where you have a saw station set up and cut a large piece.  You’re wearing shorts and sandals.  The larger  
piece, always the case, falls of takes some meat of your shins and then lands on your foot.  All you can do is  
watch, yourself get hurt as you are holding and 8HP Stihl Magnum 066 with the RPMs spun up near high!

-Get someone to go sawing with you or at least carry your cell and make sure someone knows where you are and  
when you’ll return.  This is my “brides” hard and fast rule.

Bandsaw. Your chain sawn wood might next need some additional trimming.  Bandsaws are not a stellar tool for  
working green wood.  The blades as they are attempting to jam themselves with un-cleared chips and heat  
swelled wood they will both dull quickly, suffer rosin build-up, track poorly, and deflect in the cut.   Also, most  
chainsawn “roadkill” will not offer 90 degree sides, this coupled with poor tracking and deflection presents  
situations where all the blade isn’t buried in the wood.  Dull blades are a hazard because of the increased effort  
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required.  I confess that during the week I’m writing this CA Savoy, who was in my shop, tossed out one of my  
bandsaw blades as he thought it dangerous from being too dull.  The best course of action, when using a 
bandsaw to work green wood, is to use the Bryant bandsaw at Skill Enhancement –  $5 per session. I 
have the bad habit of doing some shaping (say, a spoon blank) on the bandsaw. I don’t recommend you do this.  I  
kinked a couple of blades learning my process; I’m darn careful to ensure that leverage is in my favor, and I’m  
always braking with one hand as I’m pushing with the other.  Note:  no pushing directly toward the blade; better  
to reach around and pull from the rear.

Lathe. OK, so you now have a chunk of wood.  You want to turn it thick enough that you can turn it round later  
without running out of wood (the drying process will cause the one round bowl to be an elongated oval) or turn it  
thin enough that you can finish it first time around.  If you are turning functional stuff (e.g., salad bowl) I  
recommend your chunk of wood be free of pith, too much sapwood (contributes to checking while drying,  
especially in fruit woods), knots or other flaws.  Chainsawing and rough turning is hard work, I recommend you  
reject any problem blanks as soon as possible in your process.  Yea, I know you can put glue and dust in flaws,  
etc. but why not reduce the effort via early rejection.   

Lathe - Do and don’t

-Mount the wood in a manner that it will stay on the lathe.  That I’m aware of in the last year one person was  
killed and two severely injured by green wood that came off the lathe.  I always start with the wood on a  
faceplate with minimum #12 screws (I know many consider this an old fashion method) and the tailstock  
brought up into place.

-As a tree grew it might have been damaged (for example; high wind could have caused grain separation.  This is  
called wind shack.) or have flaws that could cause it to come apart (e.g., how many have turned a believed burl  
and found a rotted out or overgrown limb nub instead).  If there is bark on the wood it could easily come off.  In  
any case, the wood is out of balance as the wood is heavier in the end grain than in the flat grain.  All this means  
that after ensuring the wood will clear the bed and tool rest, put the lathe on a very slow setting and then while  
standing behind the head stock turn the lathe on.

-Listen to your lathe while turning, a strange or different noise means turn the lathe off and figure out what is  
causing it.  You don’t want to be wearing that chunk of wood and I assure you that you aren’t fast enough to  
duck.

-Catches at a minimum can be exciting.  Early on with the lathe going slow you can feed the tool too  
aggressively when turning air, the tool rest can come lose (I’ve broke a tool rest this way), you can even destroy  
the turning; sometimes with pieces flying about the room.  

-Two two bad habits that result in catches.  1) Everybody knows to rub the bevel but pretty soon you assume that  
you can make a good enough guess you can simple feed the tool right into the work (I saw C A, one of the best  
turners in the club, make this mistake back to back with a spindle gouge at a recent skill enhancement.  To his  
credit, he then slowed up and did it perfectly.  2) When you get a catch rather than stop and figure out what you  
did wrong, you white knuckle the tool and try the bad cut again; at least when I’m the tool gorilla the outcome is  
a “repeat” of the bad outcome.  

-Finally, ensure the tool rest remains tight. If it swings it wants to become a huge scrapper but isn’t very  
effective.  If the tool rest pin collapses into to banjo; I guarantee a dramatic catch, especially if you are using a  
roughing gouge.  BTW, those mini lathes use smaller pieces of wood, so they must be safer right – wrong! The  
pin on the tool rest is ¾” not 1”, most do not have a very slow low speed, they are more likely to vibrate, and  
honker catches can overpower them (No explanation here, not really safety except when you are lazy about  
changing belts, but don’t even consider buying a mini lathe without variable speed control).  I bet C A’s best  
selling tool rests are the ones that have ¾” pins.  C A tool rests are mostly bought as replacements more so than  
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nice accessories.   One year at the wood working show three mini tool rests were broken, as memory serves,  
that’s one per each day of the show – I made my contribution on Sunday.

Lathe Finish Turn.  Now you have a rough turned bowl, time has passed and you’re ready to finish it.  First  
ensure there are no cracks in it.  Then and here I’m assuming that you used a chuck when rough turning it, don’t  
assume that tenon is round and you had better have originally made it a bit large or it might now be too small for  
your chuck.  First, jam chuck the bowl (tenon toward tall stock) and true up the tenon before mounting in chuck.  
Then listen to your lathe and make good cuts to avoid having chuck(s) of the bowl flying around the shop.  

Anytime you are using a chuck periodically tighten it a bit more.  Also, when tightening a chuck, take the time to  
tighten it from every key hole.  You will always be able to tighten it a bit more at the second location.  

So you finished the tool work, now it’s time for all that fun sanding.  I find that as my cuts improve, I’m faster  
and I need to sand less.  However, the proportion of sanding to cutting always seem to favor the sanding.  

Lathe Finish Turn - Do and don’t:

-Remove the tool, don’t attempt to fit your hand between your turning and the tool rest.

-The chuck doesn’t need sanding, it tears up soft mandrels and the protruding posts will take a bunch of meat off  
your hands.   I have big hands and often turn small boxes (a favorite is a small piece of ambrosia maple where an  
ambrosia streak will run full length down the side).  If turning isn’t challenging enough for you, try sticking your  
interior sanding finger in the chuck while sanding the outside of the box with the inside left to sand – sore finger  
only!

-Course dust from good cuts can’t get in your lungs, very fine stuff your lungs will evacuate, but just about all  
sanding dust fits in the ½ to 5 micron size and will hurt your lungs over time – wear protection.  Spalted wood –  
ditto!

Odds and Ends

Many finishes are toxic, ditto, for C A glue fumes.

C A glue is moisture activated – your hands and eyes will aid activation.  Above all, if patching cracks etc. stand  
clear if you turn the lathe on.

DO NOT grind tools at or below center on your grinder wheel unless you are sure the nurses at the emergency  
room are really cute (be the nurse male or female based on your preference).

Grinder cuts are easy to get when concentrating on you sharpening or failing to realize the grinder hasn’t yet  
spun down from earlier use.  These cuts are the hardest to heal for their size and the easiest to get minor  
infections in.

I almost never lock my live center in place.  I do however frequently tighten it and always listen for that rattling  
sound.

On fragile turnings, it’s real easy to put more pressure on sanding than in performing a good cut.  You probably  
won't get hurt, but you might get to turn that item again.

Don’t leave your chuck key in the chuck when the chuck is still on the lathe – bad idea if you or somebody else  
turns the lathe on - Ditto, for Jacobs chuck or drill presses.

Don’t drop round cutoffs on the floor – trip hazard or comedy routine when trying to get your balance back.  
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Consider all the bad things that can happen in a wood shop when you instinctively throw out your hands to grab  
something to restore your balance!

If you us a compressor, always drain the tank after use.  A guy in the guild had a tank fail.  It exited his garage  
through the side wall; not a good outcome but at least it didn’t come for him.  Also, turn the compressor off 
when not in use.  Mine once activated as I was turning a hollow form; my reaction to the sudden and close noise  
was to tear the neck and mouth out of the hollow form!

A lot of chips on the floor are a trip hazard, a light coating of chips on the floor is a slick footing issue.  I have a  
rusty 4” tool rest that got that way by going out in the chips and remaining as mulch in the garden for over a  
month before I discovered it.

If your lathe will reverse it makes sanding a bit easier, BUT, faceplates and chucks can unscrew while sanding  
this way.

When sanding I often have more than one drill going (different grits or a straight and 90 degree sanding setup) –  
lots of electrical cords on the floor – trip hazard.

When wearing safety glasses only, I often get a chip behind them.  Get better fitting safety glasses, wear your  
face shield, or don’t blink until you remove the chip.

Turning smocks have short sleeves for a reason.  Lathes by their nature are a revolving tool and it’s possible to  
wrap up un-intending things in the lathe.  This past year a student at an Ivy League school was turning alone late  
at night in the woodshop.  They found her body next morning; her hair was still tangled in the lathe.

I’ll close this out with something of a repeat.  If going functional with your turning and using “roadkill”; any  
excuse is a good one for rejecting a piece of one.  There is so much wood out there, it’s really dumb to take a  
chance when you might have enough unturned wood (I usually do) that you could be losing good unturned wood  
while taking a chance on a bad piece – also, there are the issues of silk purses from sow’s ears!  
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CAW MEMBER ARTICLE (by Ben Johnson)

                 Making a Reverse Turning Mandrel 
If you turn hollow forms, having a Kirsten Kone is the easiest way I’ve found to reverse the form and turn the  
foot, as Patrick did in the October meeting. A couple of years ago I wanted to make my own, but could not think  
of an easy way of fastening a piece of round steel to a morse taper. I decided to make use of my collet chuck (I  
purchased from Penn State Industries) to hold the steel rod. The rod I used was 3/8 cold rolled steel, but tool  
steel or drill rod will work.  From there I drilled a 3/8 hole in a piece of kiln dried walnut about the size of a  
bottle stopper blank, put it on the 3/8 steel rod sticking out of the collet chuck, and turned a cone. If I remember  
correctly, after drilling the hole in the walnut I had to clean up the hole with sand paper to have it slide smoothly,  
but securely over the steel rod. 

I purchased a 3/8 drill stop and a piece of rubber gasket material from Ace Hardware. The spring I found in my  
junk drawer. 

Making the drive foot was the next task. After making several drives out of hardwood, I decided to try cork from  
a bottle stopper and it worked great. Cork seems to have some spring to it when compressed between the rod and  
bottom of the form. I glued the cork sitting about 3/8 of an inch proud of the rod with CA glue. After the glue  
dried I cleaned up the end of the cork with a SHARP parting tool, while making sure the cork was still proud of  
the rod. Then I cut a circle out of the rubber gasket material and glued it to the end of the cork.   

To assemble, I removed the rod from the chuck and slid the cone, the spring, and then the drill stop over the open  
end of the steel rod.           

The great thing about this tool is you can replace the cork foot when it becomes worn and have different sized  
cones for different projects. I’ve tried sandpaper on the end of the cork, but rubber seems to grab the bottom of  
the form better without slipping. It also uses a small diameter rod so that forms with small openings can be  
reversed while the spring keeps constant equal pressure on the opening of the form.      
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Show & Tell
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CAW Show & Tell – 10/08/2011  Image  ID’s 

Bill Hardy 10 x 3-inch  Drop Spindle (Curly pink ivory, ebony, cocobolo with woodturner’s finish)
Mark Heatwole  3 Snowmen  - Gourd bodies  w/Ash Hats
Das Madhavan  6-inch Square Bowl  (timber and finish unidentified)
Das Madhavan  Turtle Footstool
Dick Stohr Pool Ball Spin Top (Delrin Polish)
Steve Schwartz  5x5.5-inch Bradford Pear Hollow Form with Spiral Grooves
Mel Montemerlo With his Walnut Queen Anne chair
Steve Schwartz  11x5-inch Sycamore Vase with Leaves
Harriet Maloney  5.5 x 4-inch Amboyna Burl Vase
Phil Hall  3.5 x 8.5-inch Willow Oak Bowl with Bealle-buffed Waterlox finish
Harriet Maloney  Hair Sticks  (various woods)
Phil Hall  7.5 x 4-inch Sycamore Hollow Form with Bealle-buffed Waterlox finish
Phil Hall  11.5-inch Ambrosia Maple Platter with Bealle-buffed Waterlox finish
Joyce Beene 4.5 x 5-inch Spalted Maple Bowl 
Phil Hall  4.5 x 4.5-inch Indian-Style Pot – Maple/white Jesso/ Magic Marker
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  CAW - ONEWAY PRODUCTS
CA places ONEWAY order through out the month.

Check your catalog or call up ONEWAY website at www.oneway.on.ca to see what’s available and email your 
order to CA at cadjsavoy@cox.net
Orders can be picked up at Bryant during monthly meeting, at SE workshops on the second Wed. and last Tue.
of each month or can be shipped directly to you.
CAW--ONEWAY SALE
20% OFF!!! MOST PRODUCTS PLUS SHIPPING!!!
20% OFF MOST PRODUCTS AND FREE SHIPPING ON INDIVIDUAL ORDERS OVER $850.00!!!!
SALES DO NOT INCLUDE LATHES!!!!
Will provide quote upon request.
Happy and Safe Turning!!!CA SAVOY

2Sand. com is a Maryland-based coated abrasive specialist serving woodworking 
and woodturning workshops, founded on the principles of fast service, fair prices, 

and superior products. We carry sanding discs, sandpaper sheets, and woodturning tools, and we can 
ship them to you today. If we offer a product on our web site then we have it in stock and ready to ship.
R. J. Stroman, a CAW member, operates 2sand. com.
Contact RJ at RJ@2Sand.com or (800) 516-7621 or visit their website at: www. 2sand.com

Whether making gifts for your family or items to sell in craft shows, it’s time to get your order in for 
Penn State pen or project kits. Check out the new Penn State website at www. pennstateind. com and 
email Amy Rothberg at amy@landingcrafts.com with your orders or questions. Also note that Amy 
is a Teknatool dealer of Nova and Super Nova chucks and accessories.

mailto:cadjsavoy@cox.net
http://www.oneway.on.ca/
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Concord Shopping Center Leesburg Plaza 
6123 Backlick Rd. 512 E Market St. 
Springfield, Va. 22150 Leesburg, Va. 20176 
703-912-6727 703-737-6166 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
CAW--WC--Coupon 

Try General Finishes new Wood Turning Finish
I’m so sure you’ll like it that I’ll give you 20% off to
try it. It comes in three different sizes, dries quick and
can even be sprayed on. Is durable like a CA finish
without the smell and mess. You can even laser over it.
Expires 11/31/2011
Must present this coupon at time of purchase

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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CAW 2011 Officer Roster
President, Gerry Headley,
gerryh3333@aol.com (410) 286-5958
PO Box 164, Owings, MD 20736

Vice President, Steve Schwartz
graphicsstudio@cox.net (540) 371-5641
172 Morton Rd., Fredericksburg, VA 22405

Treasurer, Phil Mannino,
philemann@verizon.net  (703) 250-2876
11543 Clara Barton Dr., Fairfax Station, VA 22039

Secretary, Al Melanson,
almelanson@msn.com (703) 250-6781
5561 Ann Peake Drive, Fairfax, VA 22032

Program Director, Mike Kinney,
mkinney578@aol.com (304) 279-9476
1168 Harry Shirley Rd., Kearneysville, WV 25430

Operations Director, C. A. Savoy,
cadjsavoy@cox.net (703) 765-7268
1309 Gatewood Dr., Alexandria, VA 22307

Newsletter Editor, Richard Allen,
richard@gynia.com (703) 532-7375
7026 Vagabond Dr., Falls Church, VA 22042

Club Support Volunteers

Newsletter Proofreader: Betsy Crosby, Tom Boley

Show and Tell Photos: Phil Hall, George Whipple

Video Library: Adam Beissner, Vince DeWitte

Education Outreach: Aaron Grebeldinger

Bryant Display Window: George Salinas

Raffle/Auction: Walt Fink, Mike DeWan

CAW Clothing: Ben Johnson

Mentor Program: Annie Simpson

Group Buys: Frank Jessup

Coffee Center: Lou Norris, George Jones

Wood Identification: Ed Karch

Donuts: Robin Watson, Ray Bowers

Video Recording: Frank Stepanski, Jeff Schnell

If your contact information changes,
including your email or mailing address,
please contact Phil Mannino at
philemann@verizon.net 

Skill Enhancement Points Of Contact

C. A. Savoy: cadjsavoy@cox.net
Don Johnson: drjpapaw@cox.net
Al Melanson: almelanson@msn.com
Patrick O’Brien: ohbewood@comcast.net
George Salinas: psalinas1@verizon.net
Frank Jessup: woodatf16@cox.net
Large lathes: Stubby, PM 3520, Jet 1642's, Woodfast, must be
reserved in advance of SE date. Contact CA at 
cadjsavoy@cox.net

YOU MUST ALSO BE A MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN 
ASSOCIATION OF WOODTURNERS IF YOU WANT TO USE 
ANY OF THE TOOLS.

Monthly Meeting Information

Bryant Adult Education Center 
2709 Popkins Lane, Alexandria, VA
Map with driving directions here: 
www. fcps.edu/maps/bryant.htm

Directions: From VA or MD, take I-495/I-95 towards the Wilson 
Bridge over the Potomac River. Take Exit 177A (Rt. 1 South) on the  
VA side. Approximately 1. 9 miles south, you will pass the Beacon  
mall complex with Lowe’s on your right. Drive past the main  
entrance to Beacon mall, go 4 more stop lights (about 1/2 mile. )  
The 4th stop light is Popkins Lane. Turn left and go two blocks.  
Bryant Center entry is on the right. Drive to the East side of the  
building.  Parking is on the side or in the rear of the building. The  
entrance to the wood working shop and meeting rooms is off the  
back corner of the east side of Bryant Center

CAW Mentor Program 

Contact -Annie Simpson 
e-mail - simpson.annie@gmail.com
Phone – 703-391-7950

Do you want help with a specific project or to improve your general  
woodturning skills?  Then the CAW mentoring program is for you.  
Contact Annie Simpson for an explanation of the process and/or  
assistance in finding a mentor in your area.


